Danielle Parker -
Parliamentary Procedure -
  How the meeting will be conducted -
  -Motions, Corrections, Questions and dealing with topics open to discussion

Tony Greco - 30/50/100 Plan
  Decrease the amount of paper used or increase the amount of paper recycled
  -Cost issue for unrecycled paper use
  -(Review the handout for the plan)
  Discussed with the Office of Sustainability
  Willing to jump to the full 100 plan
  Saving thousands of sheets of paper a year
  Incentives for offices on campus
    Public record of offices involved
    Certificate recognizing contribution to environmental friendliness

Cassie K - Have you thought about housing; we use lots of paper just for advertising?
  Tony - Yes, we would love to have any office involved.
  David Paul - motion to vote on this
  Garrison Berry - second
  27 - 0 - 1

Tony Greco - Marketing Plan
  Facebook likes - We have had a jump in page likes on Facebook
    Executive team singing songs -
      1. Let them choose their song
      2. What does the fox say?
      3. The cup song
  Dani - The fox song is more humiliating but the cup song would show more talent.
  Niki - I have the masks if you do the fox song.
    What does the fox say? - 25
    The cup song - 1
    Abstaining - 2
  Jon Baiden - One way we do marketing on Facebook page, we had created our own likes. We tend to like other pages from our page and other people like our page. We increase marketing that way. It has worked well for us to like other pages as well.
  Samantha Timmerman - Right now, it seems like this a page just for Senators. I think we need to change that image. Maybe one day a week we host something like, “Ask a Senator” and have people just throw questions at us.
  Tony - If anyone is under that impression, let me just point at that we have posted information regarding Paws Pantry and the Elections.
  Cassie K - How would you like us to get that to you?
  Tony - Send it to agreco@iupui.edu. Send name, picture, major, some fun fact about you.
  Ryan Comer - So I think wording on the site should be less directed at Senators and more directed to anyone who is willing to come.
Danielle Parker - Committee Time
   Met with the committee chairs
   Making it easier for committees, we are combining Sustainability, Student Rights and Safety and Volunteer committees.

Committee Updates -
   David Paul - Sustainability
   Invite students that live on/off campus to hold a “flea market” for students who will not be coming back next year. Market this to the community and new students for a way to furnish apartments and dorms.
   IU in 2010 raised tens of thousands of dollars and kept more than 20 tons out of the landfill
   The money raised we put toward an organization that would be used to benefit the community

   Trevor Jenkins - Volunteer
   March 29 - Cesar Chavez day
   Want to hold a large event for volunteering
   Large panel after Cesar Chavez to focus on some independent volunteer events that are going on. Want to gather members of those organizations to bring them to talk about their organization and provide opportunities for students to get some volunteer opportunities

   Samantha Timmerman - Student Rights and Safety
   Safe site for the Greater American Condom Campaign to promote safe sex
   Sending a huge box of condoms to be passed out
   We would like to do a panel before or after homecoming and bring in CAPS to discuss healthy relationships and from the Health and Wellness center to provide information regarding safe sex
   This is not an event to provide “hookups” for students, rather just to provide information for students regarding some concerns and cautions regarding what can hurt them and how to prevent it
   We have already talked to some organizations

Evan Knight - Elections
   For anyone that did not come to the call-out, email usgvote@iupui.edu
   Read the Elections code if you want to run
   Striking a deal with SAPB for them to staff tables for voting

Garrison Berry - OEC
   Ordering shirts and water bottles for getting our name
   Sustainability wanted canteens to pass out
   Working with IUPUI Bookstore to get a discount if you have one of our waterbottles
   Weeks of Welcome events - Student Governance Fair or a Dunk Tank to advertise about what we do as an organization on campus
Ways that we can market to students - emphasize the Facebook page and work with the elections committee to staff the tables and raise awareness for Elections
Making t-shirts for the Elections Committee
Participating in the Polar Bear plunge and market that across campus
Basic Idea for the shirts - see pdf

[Senate agreed to]

Samantha Timmerman - I like the way the letters are on the back of the 2nd design.
Levi - I don’t like the first one because it feels exclusive. I understand that it is to feel like a sports team, but we aren’t really..
Cassie H - I think that Senator on back would entice more people to be involved or ask questions
Jon Baiden - We could switch around to put the jaguar on the front and keep the Senator on back
Danielle - Direct all questions/comments to Garrison.

Danielle Parker - Committee of the Month
Way to point out that a committee is making a difference and being involved in USG and around campus
First, we will nominate and then we will vote (receive a certificate)
Nominations for Committee of the Month
  Lewis - I nominate OEC.
  Samantha - I nominate the service committee
  Dani - I nominate elections.
Cassie H - OEC has been very active recently
Samantha T - I think that our “super” committee has had a lot of good ideas
Daniel Gillespie - I don’t like this idea because it shows favorites. I like the vote for Senator of the month but not committees.
Michael Bever - I second that. Elections is not a lot of fun and so its hard to do that passionately.
Daniel Gillespie - We haven’t even made it far enough in the semester to choose a committee.
Dani W - I move to strike the “committee of the month”
  25 - 0 - 4

Danielle Parker - Senator of the Month
David Paul - I nominate Evan for effectively pulling off the Elections
John Flowers - I nominate Ryan Comer.
John Flowers - Ryan should be on Duck Dynasty with the beard. He hasn’t done a whole lot but he is good at communication.
Cassie K - I think Evan because he has been alone and has put a lot of hard work into the Elections committee.
Voting for Senator of the Month
Evan - 23
Ryan - 2
Abstaining - 4

Danielle Parker - SOLD Sessions

Daniel Gillespie - Bid on SAE men that will wine and dine you to raise money for Children’s Foundation.

Dani - Move to adjourn
   unanimous